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General

What we call disassemblable or segmented ball bars are linear arrays of length bars (rods) with balls between 
them. Each rod (with it's conical ends) is centred between  two neighboring spheres.  The distances between 
sphere centers are calibrated and serve as reference s to test the performance of coordinate measuring 
machines (CMMs). Such tests are normally performed by measuring different lengths in different 
orientations of the length standard on the machine under test; the biggest lengths should be at least 66% of 
the maximum measurable  length of  the particular machine in a given direction.

An important property of such a disassemblable ball bar is that the sum of the length measurement errors 
found when measuring all rod lengths in one bar position is  practically identical to the length error of 
measuring a corresponding direct/total length (as for example  when measuring a very long gage block): the 
difference is only the cosine-error of the measured machine error, and not of the entire measured length!  
Small deviations from straightness of the polygon through all sphere centers do not influence the measured 
sum of the length measurement errors. The joining uncertainty per segment is  typically smaller than 0.0007 
mm. The maximum ball bar length is about 12 m, more than reached with any other artefact (except with 
laser ball bars). The individual elements which can be as small as 125 mm and as big as 1000 mm can be 
calibrated on smaller reference measuring systems.

The following graph shows the principle and the components of a disassemblable ball bar.

 

In the following photographs the different elements of such a disassemblable ball bar are shown.
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5 m ball bar on tripods in horizontal high position,
equipped with 10 rods of 500 mm each; 
note that normally the tripods have a stabilization triangle attached to the feet.

5 m ball bar on tripod an floor foot in space-diagonal position,
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5 m ball bar on tripods in horizontal  low position,
note that floor feet as in previous photograph at right in front an be used here instead of tripods to place the 
bar directly on the table.

Probing a ball on a bar with 500 mm  rods, 
visible are: balls on pivot holders, segments with mounting flanges, safety bands of rubber to prevent rods 
from accidentally falling and getting damaged on the end-cones.
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Inclination holder and tripod, mounted to a flange of the ball bar.
The plastic cylinder can easily be unlocked and the entire ball bar lifted out of the inclination holders; 
it can be rested on the table directly on these cylinders (“floor feet”),
here the tripod is equipped with the stabilization triangle/star on the floor

Ball on pivot holder (detail),
Visible: the safety rubber bands, the end-cones on the rods
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Ball on pivot holder with spring,
the spring element can be mounted on any pivot holder placed at the end of the ball bar.
The spring should be straight in order to reach the nominal spring force at which the  rods are calibrated.

Ball on fixed holder (here of aluminium, normally all holders are made of plastic to reduce weight ),
note that any pivot holder can be converted in a fixed holder by placing a bracket on the spring .
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Some general rules 

Assemble  the structural elements on a flat surface, the hexagonal flanges and ball holders are thus 
automatically aligned straight. Put any feet on later when all is aligned.

Assemble first without balls using a simple measuring tape. Later correct distances of the holders to be exact 
(springs and ball stems must be vertical).

When inserting the balls on stems in the holders, pay attention to not damaging the  M6 threads in the 
plastic holders.

Avoid to hold the assembled bar at its ends but rather hold it near its Airy points  (hold and carry it not at the 
last flange but at the second last).

Balls may be left on the bar when stowing it away in the special case. However, remove all rods first when 
disassembling a bar.

Clean the flanges before assembling, place protective sleeves over flanges immediately after disassembling.

Secure  all the rods first with the rubber bands before actually inserting them between the spheres.

Clean the balls and the cones at  the rod ends before inserting rods.

Rotate  all the rods a bit  after having  placed the ball bar  in a new position.

First  fix the carbon fiber spring element which pushes the rods and balls together, then screw in the 
corresponding ball in the holder. You may not deflect this spring element  too much (therefore rather 
deflect the ball on the stem): The plastic spring elements integrated in each ball holder you may deflect till 
the end of their flexing range without danger of damage. 
Pay attention not to damage the M4 threads when fixing the spring element. If a spring element should 
break, send it by letter (ordinary mail ) for replacement.

A solid ball holder element may be substituted by a spring element with a provided clamp  that locks  the 
spring action.

When inserting the rods between the spheres, proceed from fixed sphere to spring-held sphere one rod at a 
time. Maintain thereby a force in direction of the fixed sphere. Avoid hard touches of the cones against the 
balls and other objects. Always deflect a ball and then insert the rod.

Align the bar X-axis by the first and the last ball. Align if necessary the Z-axis normal to a flange surface on the 
upper side (where the balls are).
Normally no intermediate alignment should be necessary.

Measure each ball with a 5-ball-pattern  (4 points on the equator at 45º, 135º, 245º, 315º plus a point on the 
pole) or an 8-ball-pattern (4 points 1 mm above the equator at 45º, 135º, 245º, 315º and  4 points 1 mm 
below the equator at 45º, 135º, 245º, 315º ).
Measure best in part coordinates.
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Standard 5 m configuration

If we want to use the entire length (5 m) then we assemble normally 2 reference bars of 250 mm  at the 
beginning or in the middle and the rest all 500 mm rods. Placing the short lengths in the middle is useful to 
verify duplex machines in duplex mode, as  small lengths can’t be reached with either arm if on an extreme 
of the bar (note that ISO 10360-2 requires the lengths to be measured with both arms: each arm probes a 
different end). We may place the bar on 2 tripods in high and diagonal positions. In low positions it is useful 
to take the bar off the tripods and place it directly on the plastic cylinders provided as feet. A diagonal 
position may make use of 1 plastic cylinder and 1 tripod as indicated by the not colored circles in the below 
shown drawing. Very long bars (> 7 m) should not be rested on the extremes!

3 segments a 1330mm
1 segment  a 1200mm

3 segments a 1330mm1 segment  a 1200mm

2 segments a 1330mm

2 segments a 1330mm

1 segment a 1330mm

realized length max 5000 mm, short lengths at left end  
( for X-axis and diagonals)

realized length max 5000 mm, short lengths in middle 
( best for duplex HAMs, but as well suited for X axis and diagonals)

realized max length 1500mm or 1750mm, ( for arms of HAMs) ,
note: one might need to add weight on the left end for stability!

realized max length 1250mm  ( for arms of HAMs) ,
4 bar lengths plus reference sphere diameter used as
a 5th length, .... or one additional 250mm bar( ISO 10360-2)

realized  max length 1500mm, 1750mm, 2000mm, 2250mm or 2500mm  
( for vertical axes of HAMs)

Examples for different set ups based on a 5 m disassemblable ball bar with 
4 * 250 mm reference rods and 9 * 500mm  rods,  12 spheres ( sphere positions have to be changed) ,
and 16   pivot holders ( min. 12 , but then with nedd to change positions)

up,
vertical
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Reduced length configuration

If we measure neither  a diagonal and neither the largest axis, then we typically want to use about half the 
length only (2.5 m or less). The graph shown above gives two solutions: one for an axis in the range of 2 m 
and one solution for an axis of only 1.5 m. In case of a duplex machine in duplex mode we probably need the 
longer of these two configuration with short rods placed in the middle.

The here-described suggestions for assembly are valid for the case of a standard set of 4 segments with the 
lengths 1.2 m, 1.33m, 1.33m, 1.33m. Adding an element of e.g. 600 mm might facilitate the measurement of 
shorter axes like those of 1.5 m to 2 m rams.

The change from one configuration to another configuration as shown, will in most cases require to change 
the ball positions by unscrewing balls with their stems from the pivot holders and screwing them onto other 
pivot holders. Changing can be made easier, if pivot holders are pre-installed in all or most of the used 
places. As we will see in the following it would be sufficient to pre-install a raster of 250 mm spacing on 2 of 
the 4 segments ( the red one and the blue one) and on the other 2 segment s install only a 500 mm raster.

Here always the spring element is mounted on the pivot holder at one end (right) and the fixed holder at the 
opposite end (left) of the used length.

Configuration for vertical axes

If we measure neither  a diagonal and neither the largest axis, then we typically want to use about half the 
length only (2.5 m or less). The graph shown above gives two solutions: one for an axis in the range of 2 m 
and one solution for an axis of only 1.5 m. In case of a duplex machine in duplex mode we probably need the 
longer of these two configuration with short rods placed in the middle.

The following photographs show a suggestion for how to place a ball bar vertical  in a very stable  manner. 
This suggestion  can best be realized with magnetic stabilization rods for the tripods, but other stabilization 
rods may as well be used. 

It is recommended to place the fixed ball at the bottom and the spring element at the top.
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Step 1:  

Configure 2 ball bar structural segments so that the first ball is about 
200 mm – 300 mm away from the flange of the bottom segment 
(because some machines may not reach balls at little more than table 
hight). Start with a 250 mm rod. End with several 250 mm rods so that 
you can adjust the measurable height to the one reachable with the 
machine. The bottom ball is fixed, the top one with spring.

Prepare the tripod and hold the ball bar in vertical position, place a 
rubber pad under the flange on which the ball bar stands. Don't do 
what we did to make the photograph: don't leave the free standing bar 
un-attended! 
There should be  2 or 3 steel balls  screwed into the bottom flange of 
the ball bar to which later the magnetic stabilization rods of the tripod 
are connected. Check that no ball is lose.

Make sure the angles of the legs of the tripod are  not loked at the 
hinges.

Step 2: 

Attach the tripod  with the provided plate (“interface”)  to a flange or 
tripod adaptor on the bar.  This flange will normally be the  one between  
the first and second segment. If you have a freely placeable tripod 
adapter , then use that one as it can be placed higher on the second 
segment  and the tripod legs more extracted and thus result in better 
stability.
The type of  “interface” plate may vary from ball bar to ball bar.  
The feet of the tripod should be freely movable at this time.
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Step 3: Now losen the legs of the tripod so that they slide down and all 
touch the ground. While the  tripod legs are still  not locked,  fix the 
magnetic rods between feet and the balls  in the bottom flange of the 
bar.
Make sure all feet touch the ground, then lock the lengths of the feet; 
again make sure all feet touch the ground with similar forces and that 
the magnetic rods are all connected and check that no ball is lose.
This is now a very stable vertical position of the ball bar.
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Left: Measurable Z-height is variable by adding or ommitting the top ball and/or the bottom ball. 
Please use the safety  straps  to secure  all rods at either of their ends.

How to arrange magnetic tripod stabilization rods.
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It is very much recommended  to use safety cords with rapid clamps so that the legs of the tripods cann't 
open if someone kicks out a magnetic rod by accident. Note that the tripod legs normally should be un-
locked for their angle as they otherwise don't adjust  freely. In some  specific cases however, it might be 
possible to lock them, thus making the safety cords un-necessary.

Very long ball bar configurations

Ball bars longer than 5 m  are configured similarly as described. In the short horizontal axes and the vertical 
axes the set up is the same, as actually only parts of the entire ball bar are used.
The following graphs show possible very long arrangements for horizontal and diagonal placement. 

Very long ball bars should always be supported approximately in the Airy Points in order to avoid bigger 
than necessary stress in the mounting flanges. Additional manually introduced loads should be avoided, 
for example the carrying by gripping the extremes. 

It is recommended to order ball bar segments intended to  be used in very long assemblies (> 7 m) to be 
made of high Young's Modulus fiber (more expensive!). This is not so much necessary for reasons of 
structural rigidity, it is only convenient in order to have less sag, thus the programming of the measurements 
needs to foresee less tolerances (search distances).  With the ball bars from Trapet Precision it is normally 
not necessary to make multiple alignments  in order to “hit” all the spheres because they are very rigid and 
bending is  only in the  1-2 mm range for bars up to 5 m  with standard fiber and  with high modulus  fiber the 
same  yields for bars  of 8 m (these values yield for Airy Point  support) .
Note that in no case the bending of the structural bar segments affects the  uncertainty of the length 
standards. (rods & spheres).

For ball bar lengths of more than 5 m it is recommended to use one fixed ball holder approximately in the 
center and two spring elements, one at either end. 
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